RTK GPS (also named kinematic GPS) provides realtime localization with a centimeter accuracy. Since these sensors are available, many works ou vehicle guidance using this technology have been designed. Numerous applications deal with agricultural tasks. The advantages of automatic guidance in this area are obvious: it reduces the tiring driving task and increases both precision and productivity in the agronomic work carried out. Moreover, the sensor appears here very suitable: since agricultural vehicles move far from buildings or trees, interruptions in GPS signal reception (which is the major concern with this sensor) do not occur. sists in a nonlinear control law, taking into account for the reference path curvature, and a Kalman state reconstructor, providing the whole vehicle state vector from the information delivered from the unique RTK GPS sensor. Satisfactory experiments have been carried out on dry and even grounds. We have however noticed that as soon as vehicles move in a slippery environment (sharp curves on a wet ground, sloping fields, . . .), guidance accuracy is degraded: a lateral deviation appears, and could be important, depending on the sliding conditions. In this paper, control algorithms presented in 1111 are modified, relying on adaptive control techniques, in order to reject sliding effects on the vehicle behavior. Preliminary results presented in [6] are refined, and extensive simulations and experimentations are discussed.
I INTRODUCTION
RTK GPS (also named kinematic GPS) provides realtime localization with a centimeter accuracy. Since these sensors are available, many works ou vehicle guidance using this technology have been designed. Numerous applications deal with agricultural tasks. The advantages of automatic guidance in this area are obvious: it reduces the tiring driving task and increases both precision and productivity in the agronomic work carried out. Moreover, the sensor appears here very suitable: since agricultural vehicles move far from buildings or trees, interruptions in GPS signal reception (which is the major concern with this sensor) do not occur. Several guidance devices have already been marketed by specialized companies ( AgSystems, Integrinautics, . . .), GPS systems suppliers (%m-ble, . . .) or agricultural manufacturers (John Deere, . . .) However, the above mentioned devices, as well as works reported in the literature, make use of several sensors:
RTK GPS and inertial sensors in 171, multiple RTK GPS antennas in [SI, RTK GPS, vision and NIR in 191, . . . Moreover, they are mainly concerned with straight lines following on even ground. In previous works, we have addressed the twofold challenge: relying on a unique RTK GPS sensor and providing vehicles with curued path follovzng capabilities. Our solution, reported in [ll], consists in a nonlinear control law, taking into account for the reference path curvature, and a Kalman state reconstructor, providing the whole vehicle state vector from the information delivered from the unique RTK GPS sensor. Satisfactory experiments have been carried out on dry and even grounds. We have however noticed that as soon as vehicles move in a slippery environment (sharp curves on a wet ground, sloping fields, . . .), guidance accuracy is degraded: a lateral deviation appears, and could be important, depending on the sliding conditions. In this paper, control algorithms presented in 1111 are modified, relying on adaptive control techniques, in order to reject sliding effects on the vehicle behavior. Preliminary results presented in [6] are refined, and extensive simulations and experimentations are discussed.
I1 STEEFUNG LAW IN ABSENCE OF SLIDING

A Notations
The vehicle, see Figure 1 , is described according to Ackermann's model, also named bicycle model: front and rear axles are simplified to two virtual wheels (one front and one rear). This model is quite common in mobile robot control theory, when non sliding is assumed, see for instance 1121. Our notations are now detailed (see also Figure 1) -C is the path to be followed, -0 is the center of vehicle virtual rear wheel, -M is the point on C which is the closest to 0.
M is assumed to be unique, which is realistic when the vehicle remains quite close from C.
-s is the curvilinear coordinate of point M along C, and c(s) denotes the curvature of C at that point.
-y and e are respectively lateral and angular deviai tion of the vehicle with respect to reference path C (see Figure 1 ).
-6 is the virtual front wheel steering angle.
-U is the vehicle linear velocity, considered here as a parameter, whose value may be time-varying during the vehicle evolution.
-L is the vehicle wheelbase. (1) Obviously, this approach could provide data which are not always relevant for sliding detection, as it will be seen hereafter.
E Vehicle behavior in presence of sliding Steering law (2) provides satisfactory results, as long as no sliding occurs during experiments, see [ll] . However, farm vehicles move on fields which do not always propose good adherence properties: sliding can indeed be noticed when vehicles enter into curves, or on sloping fields. Steering law (2) is then strongly disturbed and lateral deviation with respect to the reference path can be observed.
As an example, Figure 3 presents lateral deviation recorded during straight line following on a sloping field. Since slope, and therefore sliding conditions, are constant, lateral deviation converges (on an average) to a constant non null value. It can also be shown that heading deviation and steering angle also converge to non null values.
I11 MODEL INCORPORATING SLIDING EFFECTS
Sliding effects can be taken into account, either by designing a vehicle dynamic model, or by introducing per-
r' ) turbations inside the kinematic model previously designed under non sliding assumption. In this paper, the second Refining kinematic models in order to account for sliding effects has also been proposed, with an approach different from ours, in [l] . It has also been used in nautical a p plications, in order to account for current effects, see 151.
A Sliding description
Vehicle dynamics analysis, see [3], identifies sliding effects as the superposition of two motions:
-Panslation: when the four tires slide in the same direction (e.g. when the vehicle moves along a slope), a lateral motion occurs.
-Rotation: in Ackermann's model (see Figure l ), the vehicle is described by a front and a rear wheel. When sliding occurs, the two virtual wheels do not slide exactly in the same way (due to mass repartition, tire structure, . . .). This difference generates a rotation motion.
It can be accounted for these tw? motions by introducing two sliding variables, namely Yp and e, , in model (1) previously designed under non sliding assumption:
Such a model is representative exclusively of lateral m e tion due to sliding effect. In our application, longitudinal sliding has not been integrated since it has no idhence on control accuracy: on one hand, it acts only on vehicle velocity which is considered as a parameter of model (3), and on the other hand steering law performances (2) have been shown to be independent from U (see [ll] ). -The evolutions of sliding variables Yp and 6, during these experiments, have then been computed according to relations (4).
-Next, these actual evolutions of Yp and 6, have been reported in vehicle model (3) in order to simulate tractor trajectories.
-Relevance of model (3) is finally investigated by comparing the actual and simulated tractor trajectories. Figure 5 shows the 3 paths that have been followed: -Path #2 : this path is built on different kinds of ground:
straight line parts take place on asphalt whereas a part of the curve is drawn on lawn.
-Path #3 : the trajectory consists mainly in a straight line on a sloping wet field (slope is indicated via arrows on Figure 5 ). No implement is towed.
Figures 6, 7 and 8 display that simulated lateral deviation in presence of sliding is consistent with actual measurements. Nevertheless, several points can be pointed out: to 500). These misestimations are mainly due to-the Kalman filter used to evaluate angular deviation (0) as it was discussed in "Experimental equipment". Since the presence of a filter introduces some delay, angular sliding variable (6.p) is inevitably lowered during the curve. A posteriori computations corroborate this fact : by using a shifted angular deviation information to compute sliding variables, simulation results on lateral deviation fit more precisely to actual deviations observed (i5%). Differences between simulated and actual evolution are less important on path#:! and path#3 following (see Figures  7 and 8) , because ground properties (lawn for path#2 and path#3) or path to be followed (straight line in path#3) make influence of # in sliding evaluation less important than on graveled ground and/or during a curved path following. Figures 7 and 8 display quite large oscillations in simulated lateral deviation. They can be related to the pendulac motion undergone by the mobile GPS antenna: since it is located on the top of the tractor cabin, ground irregularities generate, via the shock absorber linking axles to fairing, a lateral motion of the antenna, which is wrongly interpreted as a sliding motion. Simulation of model (3) therefore generates lateral deviations which do not exist in the actual experiment.
Perturbations due to such pendular movements are amplified when the path to be followed takes place on a non planar ground. Figure 7 displays clearly the difference when the vehicle evolutes on asphalt and on lawn. On iterations up to 270 and after 450, lateral deviation is quite smooth whereas between iterations from 270 to 450, lateral deviation is strongly noisy. This points out that sliding variables will have to be filtered out prior to their use in control law (described hereafter), even if some delay is then introduced. Nevertheless, Figures 6 to 8 show that sliding effects are satisfactorily described by model (3), which can be used to design an adaptive control law. shown that steering law (2) (designed under non sliding assumption) leads to constant guidance errors. More precisely, reporting (2) in model (l) , and neglecting second order terms in y prove that (see also 161):
These results corroborate that @ and 6 converge also to non null values, indicating that the vehicle moves crabways. Moreover, it can be observed that rotational sliding 6, acts on steering angle 6, when translational sliding Yp acts on heading deviation. If c(s) was also constant, it is then immediate t o prove that lateral deviation can be brought back to 0 by simply shifting the objective of steering law (2): if its objective is to bring y to the constant value -yc> then y will converge to 0 in presence of constant sliding. Steering law (2) writes then:
+C(S)(l -C(S)(Y i-Ycl) t a n 2 6 + =I) (6) In practical situations, sliding variables are not constant. However, if the shift in the steering law objective (i.e. yc) could track the current sliding conditions, then steering law (6) would still improve guidance accuracy. Two approaches are hereafter proposed to determine online the value of yc: -online simulation: the vehicle model incorporating sliding effects, (i.e. model (3)), fed by the current sliding variables Yp and 8, (computed from (4)), and controlled via steering law (Z) , is simulated online. The state variable y of that simulator is then used as the corrective shift yc to be introduced in the actual control law ( 6 ) steering the vehicle.
When Y, and 0, are constant, the simulated state variable y obviously converges to the expected shift value. When they are not constant, the simulated state variable y always reflects the current sliding conditions.
-direct computation: the corrective shift yc to be i n t m duced in the actual control law (6) is directly computed by reporting the current sliding variables Y, and 6, in relation (5).
When Yp and 6, are constant, the corrective shift is then immediatly the suitable one. This second approach may then appear more relevant. However, it is more sensitive to noise and perturbations than the first one, where the simulator acts as a natural lowpass filter. In practical situations, the corrective shift computed from relation ( 5 ) will have to be filtered out. Therefore, none of these a p proaches appears clearly superior to the other.
The overall adaptive control scheme is depicted on Figure 9 , where the adaptive module consists either in online simulation or direct computation. In the general adaptive control framework, it can be seen as a model-based adaptive control scheme.
B Simulation results
Performances of adaptive steering law ( 6 ) have first been investigated through simulations. The kernel of the sim- This is quite natural since the cutoff frequency of the lowpass filter used in the former adaptation module is here higher than the natural cutoff frequency of the subsimnlator used in the latter module. During the curve, since sliding variables are then almost constant, lateral devi& tion with both adaptive laws converges to 0, as expected. Finally, at the end of the curve (as at beginning), lat- appear quite similar to those obtained in simulation, see Figure 10 . It can just be noticed that lateral deviation overshoots, at the beginning and at the end of the curve, are larger than in simulation. They proceed from delays pointed out when discussing Figures 6 to 8. Moreover, delays introduced by low level actuators amplify also these overshoots. Nevertheless, it must be pointed that during the curve, both adaptive control laws bring b&k the vehicle on the reference trajectory, when the non adaptive one leads to a constant lateral deviation.
V CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
In this paper, an adaptive control scheme, relying on model-based techniques, is proposed to take into account for sliding effects when steering car like mobile robots. The adaptive control law nevertheless still relies on the nonlinear steering law previously designed, under non sliding assumption, using chained systems theory. All the advantages of this nonlinear control technique are then preserved. Capabilities of the proposed adaptive scheme have been validated, both in simulations and experiments.
Remaining difficulties deal with delays in the sensing system and in the low level actuation. A heading GPS sensor is currently integrated, in order to reduce delays in vehicle heading measurements, and improve their robustness. Predictive control techniques are also being studied, using a priori models, to reduce overshoots observed during curved path following. Finally, another sliding model has been developed. It still relies on mobile robot chained forms designed under non sliding assumption. The capabilities of the adaptive laws designed with this second model are presently compared to those presented here.
